Iva Radikova named as Director of Interior Design
at Diamond Schmitt
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Diamond Schmitt is pleased to announce that Iva Radikova has been promoted to Director of Interior Design.
Iva is a strong conceptual designer with an extensive background in corporate workplace, mixed-use, healthcare,
and academic design. With an education in both architecture and interior design, Iva brings a unique perspective
and understanding of interior architecture and an expertise in delivering complex projects, translating program
requirements and client visions into successful built environments. She is a member of the Association of
Registered Interior Designers of Ontario, the Interior Designers of Nova Scotia, the Union of Architects in
Bulgaria and the Architects’ Council of Europe.
Iva has led major interior design projects for P3 healthcare facilities in Ontario; developing patient-centred
solutions for operational program spaces and unique and inspiring workplace environments for administrative
departments. Her significant corporate office experience includes leadership for the interior design of multiple
Fortune 500 companies.
Iva is currently working as the lead interior designer for ?dis?ke, the new Ottawa Public Library and Library and
Archives Canada Joint Facility in Ottawa, the New Vic Project at McGill University in Montreal, and the
McMaster University Graduate Student Residence in Hamilton.
“I’m thrilled to have the opportunity to collaborate with our team of talented designers at Diamond Schmitt and
look forward to expanding our interiors presence across North America.” said Iva Radikova.
“Iva’s keen sense of design, and ability to inspire those around her, is a great strength to the Diamond Schmitt
team.” said Don Schmitt, the firm’s co-founder.
About Diamond Schmitt
Diamond Schmitt is a global architecture firm designing transformative, purpose-driven, and highly sustainable
buildings across sectors with offices in New York, Toronto, Vancouver, and Calgary. Delivering innovative
architecture that empowers people, communities, and organizations to harness change for the greater public
good, Diamond Schmitt employs a collaborative research process to create bold designs renowned for their
exceptional performance and meticulous craftsmanship.
Download a PDF copy of the release here.

